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Canon Cine Projector S.2 is the highly repu.
ted automatic loading, automatic rewinding
movie projector that can project Super B,
Single 8 or regular Smm film.
lnsert the film end into the projector, turn
the switch, and the film will run completely
through and rewind with no need for reset-
ting or touching any other switches.
Simple to operate, light and compact, the
Cine Projector S.2 is stable and specially
made to add to the enjoyment of the
entire family.

Your Cine Projector Serial Number le 462
Date of Purchase s

Dealer's Name "ul'

Keep this flap open as you read through the instructions follow
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Main [eatures of Your Cine Proiector

I Super 8, Singte 8 and regular 8mm film systems
r combined : The projector has been designed to ac-
commodate the latest Super 8/Single 8 size or regular
8mm film size. You only have to replace the aperture unit.

_|-HH- 2
Brighter, sharper lens : The Cine Projector S.2 imparts
a touch of professionalism to home movies through its

superior FL.5 lens with zoom range of 15-30mm.

u the film into the inserting slot, switch on to "LAMP"
and the projector will do the rest automatically. Film load.
ing has become so simple and so easy.

4
Rewinding too . . . f ully automatic I You can rewind
the film at any stage of projection by simply pressing

the film rewind button. In addition to this, the film will
rewind itself when it reaches a "punched" mark positioned
near the end of the film's run.
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Technical Data
Super B, Single 8 (4x5.4mm) films and the regular 8mm
(3.3 x 4.4mm) films by replacing the aperture unit.
Automatic loading by simply placing the film into the film
inserting slot.
Built in. Maximum capacity, 200 feet'
Automatic rewinding is operated with marking the end mark
on the film. Rewinding is also possible with the fi!m rewind
button. Rewinding speed, 200 feet in 40 seconds.

Canon Zoom Lens P-8 15-30mm F1.5.
BV 5OW lamp with built-in reflector mirror. Philips type.

0.2 ampere 8-1OV lamp. Swan base' Lights when the
rotary switch is at "OFF" and "MOTOR"'
DC shunt motor with built-in AC converter. With cooling
fan.
1OO-240V AC 50-60cps. Designed for use on AC power

supply only.
Adjustable to 100, tLs, L25, L6O, 22O or 24O volts bv

means of the built-in transformer.
Adjustable lrom 72 to 22 lrames per second.
200 cm (6'6-3/4"1. Length adjustable with the cord rewind
button.
For splicing film and for automatic rewinding.
1.62xt2Omm (6-3/8" x4-3/4tt) screen built into the cover.

100w.
325 x 191x 131mm (lt3/4t'x7'L/2" x5'L/8't)
5,7OOC (11|b.6o2.)

Subject to alterations.



Set the voltage switch on the bottom of the projector to the
voltage of locale where it is being used. Proper operation
of your Cine Projector will be possible only when the switch
is set at the correct voltage. Voltage setting is made by
pushing the switch and setting the red dot at the appropri.
ate voltage.
I ln areas where the voltage is between the two prescribed
numbers, set the red dot at the next higher voltage.

Setting of Voltage

Editing the tilmRed Mark

When editing, be sure to keep the film length within 20O
feet per reel. Maximum capacity of the built.in take-up
reel is 2O0 feet,

Replacing the Aperture Unit
Your Cine Projector can project Super 8, Single 8 and regular
Bmm films by using the proper aperture unit. For replac.
ing Aperture Unit SUPER with Aperture Unit REGULAR, or
vice versa, follow these directions:
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1
Be sure to set the rotary switch to "OFF"

I Always turn the rotary switch in the direction of arrow
Never turn the switch in the reverse direction.

2

3

4

5

Draw out the lens by turning the focusing knob.

Press the red film rewind button so that the aperture
pressure plate is withdrawn.

Remove the aperture unit by pushing its flange towards
the lens (right), and then Pull out.

To replace the aperture unit, line up the unit's top and
bottom edges with the plastic fittings located on the

left of the focusing knob. Guide the unit inwards gently

but firmly. Hold the unit's flange and pull backwards until
the whole unit clicks into place. lf properly fitted, the
small hole in the unit's back plate will fit snugly over the
red spigot on the projector's body.

Fitting the Reel Shaft Adapter for Super I
Flip the reel retaining catch so that it is aligned horizontally
along the shaft. Take the reel shaft adapter and with it's
projection pointing away from you, press it back onto the
shaft until the split portion fits firmly into the plastic tongue
on the reel shaft. The shaft will now accept the Super 8
reel.
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Preparations for Projection
Set up a picture screen. ln case of a small group, the
screen on the inside of the cover may be used.1

2

3

Set the red dot of the projection speed adjusting knob

directly on top.

Pull out the electric cord and insert into the power supply
The pilot lamp will light uP.

I lf the pilot lamp fails to light up, check the following
points :

1. PIug effectively connected to the power supply?
2. Voltage switch set at the correct position ?

3. Fuse not blown out ? (See page L4 for replacing the
fuse. )

I The electric cord may be extended to any desired length
up to 2OOcm (6t6-3/4tt). Do not pull out the cord beyond

the red tape mark.

I The electric cord will automatically rewind into the pro-
jector by pushing the cord rewind button. Hold the cord
lightly while pushing the cord rewind button.

{ 
Remove the lens cap.

i Be sure that the lens is securely inserted. Do not pull

the lens forward when removing the lens cap.

into the
power supply

Switch sho
remain at "OFF'
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I n d icato

E Turn the rotary switch in the direction of the arrow, and
rJ set the red mark at the indicator. This turns off the
pilot lamp, starts the motor and projects a light onto the
scree n.

I Unless the film is loaded, the reel shaft will go into
reverse and the projection lamp will not Iight up even if
the rotary switch is turned to "LAMP".

G Adjust the position of the projection frame. Loosen the
U tittine knob, make the height adjustment with the leg in
the front, and tighten the knob. Do not turn the tilting
knob to the left too much.

't Determine the projection size by rotating the lens barrel.
I

Q Adjust the focus by turning the focusing knob until the
U projected image becomes sharp.

I Precise focusing is not possible unless the lens is securely
inserted.

$ 
Turn the rotary switch to "OFF"
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Film Loading and Projection
I Before loading, check the film end. ln case the film is
I bent or any foreign substance is noticed on the film,
cut this section off with the film cutter. Place the film on
the cutter, and cut it by pressing the tip of the cutter.

? ln case the leader part is too short, Iengthen the
E part. When splicing the additional film to the

leader
leader

part, be careful that the
two films are not spliced in
reversed curling direction.
I When spticing .the film,
be careful not to cover up
the perforations with the
tape.

Raise the reel retaining catch and insert the film reel
into the reel shaft so that the film is sagging in the

forward direction. AIign the reel key groove to the projec-
tion on the reel shaft, and fasten the film reel by bending
the reel retaining catch.

{ 
Turn the rotary switch to "MOTOR".

3

I Turn the film and place it on the guide roller. Thread
u it through the two guide pins so as to prevent the film
flapping. And then insert it into the film inserting slot
approximately 7 cm (2.314"1 unit it is caught by the claw.
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f, After confirming the advance of the film, turn the rotary
u switch to "LAMP". The pilot lamp goes out and projec'

tion will start.
I lf the switch is turned to "LAMP" before the film has

been advanced, the film witl be rewound. ln this case,

reset the film.

7 Make a fine adjustment for the focusing. When zooming
f is performed and the projection size is changed during
projection, the focus should be re.checked.

Q lf the top or bottom border of the picture frame appears
U on the screen, make corrections by turning the framing
knob.

I Adjust the projection speed by turning the projection
speed adjusting knob.

Repeat Projection: lf, during projection, you want to
repeat the same scene, press the film rewind button and

allow the return of a proper length of film. By returning
the rotary switch to "LAMP", after having turned it to
"OFF" once, it will be possible to repeat the projection.
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When pro.iection has ended, rewind the film. There are two
ways of rewinding.

I Use of the film rewind button: When the film still
r remains on the reel, push the film rewind button. The
film will start to rewind and the projection lamp will go

out simultaneously. When rewinding is completed, turn the
rotary switch to "OFF".

Film Rewinding

I Use of the end mark : When the cut-out end mark on
& the film reaches at the aperture section, the film will
automatically start to rewind and will be rewound on the
film reel.

How to punch the end mark: When projection is f inish.
ed and while there still remains 3-4 rounds of the leader
part on the film reel, turn the rotary switch to "OFF".
Apply the film to the end mark puncher and cut out the
opposite side of the perforations. Then turn the rotary
switch to "LAMP" again.

I Until the end mark reaches the aperture section, there
must be at least 5Ocm (Lt7-7/8") of the leader part left so
that it will not come off the reel. In case the leader part
is too short, lengthen the leader part.
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Rewinding when the film has been completely wound
up : ln case the film has entirely wound up into the take-up
reel, follow the instructions below.
Turn the rotary switch to "OFF", open the reel compart'
ment cover, and fix the cover by pressing down the prop.

Pull out the film end by turning the take-up reel to the

right, and insert into the film reel after turning and placing

it on the guide roller. Wind it on the fitm reel 2-3 times
so as not the film to be sent back. Turn the rotary switch
to "LAMP" to start rewinding. When rewinding has been

completed, return the prop to its former position and replace

the cover.

I lf the power should be interrupted during rewinding, the
film on the take-up reel will become loose and rewinding
cannot be resumed in that condition. Be sure to turn the
take-up reel to the right and remove the film slack before

the power is connected.
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0ther Points to Remember

I When the film stops during projection, turn the rotary
I switch to "OFF" immediately, press the film rewlnd
button, open the Iamp compartment cover and take out
the film.

I ln case the fiim is broken during projection, take out
4 the film by opening the reel compartment cover, sp ice

the film, and then rewind in the same manner as in case

the film has been entirely wound into the take'up reel.

t ln case the fuse blows out, replace it by protruding the
u voltage switch at the bottom of the projector. Disconnect
the electric cord from the power supply, and turn the red
mark of the voltage switch to the "FUSE" position by push-

ing it slightly. Replace with the 1-ampere fuse.

4
The additional socket for the desk and floor lamps is
located in the rear of the projector for your convenience.

When replacing the cover, be sure to bend the reel retain
ing catch of the reel shaft.5

t4
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When replacing lamp, be sure to disconnect the electric
cord from the power supply.

I When replacing the projection lamp, remove the lamp
I compartment cover by holding the upper part and pulling
it down. Slightly press the lamp and turn it to the left.
Face the front of the new lamp, insert it fitting the holes

to the socket guides, and turn it to the right. Press the
cover after the lower part of the cover has been inserted.

Replacing the Lamps

O When replacing the pilot lamp, remove the lamp cover
Z by turning it to the left. Replace the lamp with the new

one by fitting the small spigots to the grooves. And then
replace the lamp cover.
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Handling and Cleaning
I When cleaning of the lens is necessary, detach it by
I pulling forward. Remove dust lightly with either a lens

brush or silicon cloth. A very small amount of alcohol or

ether may be used.

t| Clean the film gate on occasions. Open the lamp com
Z partment cover and remove the dust with a blower or
with the attached brush.

Q Since the plastic gears are used for the moving parts
u of the projector, oiling will not be necessary for a con'
siderable length of time.
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Canon Super I Movie Cameras
The Canon's Super B movie cameras opens the door to a

new world of photographic fun for the whole family. Every

feature guarantees you better movies and easier operation.

Canon Auto Zoom 814
oF1.4 8-times power zoom lens with zooming range of

7.5 - 60mm
oThrough-the-lens exposure control with CdS meter
o Single.lens reflex type viewfinder
o Prism screen rangefinder for accurate focusing
a Manual aperture control and fade-in/fade'out possible

o Powered film drive
o Various filming speeds-12, lA,24tps plus single'frame

operation

Canon Zoom 518 and 318
o F1.8 5-times zoom lens with zooming range of 9'5-47.5
mm, convertible to 15.6-78mm super-telephoto with op'
tional Tele-Converter (518)/F1.8 3'times zoom lens with
zooming range of L0-30mm (318)
oThrough-the-lens exposure control with CdS meter
o Single-lens reflex type viewfinder
o Prism screen rangefinder for accurate focusing (5L81/

Zone focusing for quick and simple operation (318)

o Powered film drive
a Detachable folding .type trigger grip
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NO. 5301G

GANON GAMERA CO,, INC.
9-9, Ginza S.chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 1O4, Japan

CANON U.S. A., INC.
64"1O Queens Blvd,, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A.

CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.
Gebouw 70. Schiphol Oost, Holland

CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC,
Apartado 7022, Panama 5, Panama
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